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From Robinson’s theorem…

…to radio pulsars???



My Journey from Robinson’s Theorem to Radio Pulsars

2012: With Jacobson, started exploring the theory of magnetically 
dominated plasmas: force-free electrodynamics (FFE)

2013: Realized that known exact solutions are related to geodesic, 
shear-free null congruences: they are “Robinson solutions”.  
Found many new exact solutions.

Brennen, SEG, Jacobson 2013

2014: Systematically developed spacetime methods for FFE SEG and Jacobson 2014

2015-2017+: Applied the formalism to black hole and  
pulsar magnetospheres.  The latest includes pulsar 
polar cap modeling with “realistic” parameters.

SEG, Lupsasca, Philippov 2017



Talk Outline

1. Making plasma: heuristics of an instability

2. Describing the plasma: force-free electrodynamics

3. Solving the equations: Robinson redux

4. Pulsar modeling

5. Outlook



For motion of a charge in external E~B fields, define

If ξ0>>>1, QED processes will create electron/positron pairs until 
charge density ρe ~ div E ~ E/R cancels the electric field.  Now:

ξ0 >>> 1 fields are unstable to magnetically dominated plasma

Plasma production instability

E: typical field strength
R: scale of variation
e: electron charge
m: electron mass

(Ei: initial electric field)
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Magnetic domination: An incredible simplification

Normally, plasma physics is very complicated.

But if field energy >> matter energy, then

messy

Huge simplification!  Force-free field.

à



Force-Free Electrodynamics

Maxwell’s Equations

Vanishing Lorentz Force Density

eliminate J:

( )

The particles are irrelevant.  Plasma without plasma!

,

Note: time evolution is well-posed provided F2>0 (B2>E2).

Non-linear equations for the EM field of a magnetically dominated plasma



An exact solution:

Field equations:

,

Its current: ,

Introduce the null vector:

Then:



null vector:

solution:

Since ℓ is geodesic and shear free, Robinson tells us 
that there must be a solution to Maxwell’s equations: 

plane waves

The general ψ(x,y,t-z) can be considered a force-free Robinson solution

free function:



Force-free Robinson Theorem
“Electromagnetic theory in general relativity IV: 

A Theory of Light Darts”from Zund 1974, Tensor N.S.: 

The term “light dart” comes from 
Bateman, who wrote down force-
free Robinson solutions in 1923!



One more wrinkle…

We can sometimes superpose a vacuum solution and remain force-free.  
For the example discussed, a uniform magnetic field works. 

These solutions have null current along a geodesic shear-free 
congruence and might still be called “Robinson solutions”.

This particular one is a non-linear Alfven wave—
well known to relativistic plasma astrophysicists.



Force-free Robinson Solutions

Outflows from rotating 
conductors—the famous Michel 
solution and its generalizations

Accelerating 
generalizations of 
Michel solution

Self-confined jets

Jets from moving
conductors

These solutions all have free functions of three variables

1. Principal Null Congruences of Kerr

2. Radial in Schwarzschild

4. Light cones of a timelike worldline

Brennan, SEG, Jacobson 2013

5. Uniform in flat spacetime

SEG & Jacobson 2015
Brennan & SEG 2014

6. ???

SEG & Zimmerman 2016

Generalizes the Menon/Dermer 
2007 solution; this is still only 
known exact solution family in Kerr

Alfven waves don’t scatter off of 
spacetime curvature!

3. Radial in flat spacetime.

(see also Huan Yang, Fan Zhang)



Non-Scattering Waves
In Schwarzschild spacetime in Eddington-Finklestein coordinates,

The free function can specify an initial wave packet…

…and the wave just goes in.

This was shocking to us!  All other kinds of 
radiation scatter off the black hole.

,

In particular there are no vacuum 
electromagnetic waves like this.



Radial magnetic field lines

monopole Split monopole



Force-Free Radial Solution

3+1 spacetime

There is a net energy flux of              in this stationary solution.

Singular at origin, but can replace by a rotating conductor:

tangent to worldline of rotating surface

E-field vanishes in 
rotating frame

(                          )

Michel 1973



Stationary Energy Extraction

Rotating conductors and black holes can act as sources

In force-free EM, stationary fields can transport 
energy away from an isolated system 

rotating neutron star à rotating black hole à



The Spacetime Approach
SEG&Jacobson 2014



An example: what does it mean to say that 
“particles are stuck to rotating field lines”?

1) Force-free fields define a foliation of spacetime into two-dimensional 
timelike submanifolds, the worldsheets of magnetic field lines, or field sheets

2) The spacetime metric induces a metric on the field sheet

In the guiding center approximation, 
particles move on timelike geodesics of the field sheets

3) In stationary axisymmetry, every field sheet has a Killing vector, 

ΩF is the field line rotation velocity.

Carter 1979; 
Uchida 1997

SEG&Jacobson2014



The Pulsar Problem

A few numbers:    M, R, Ω, I
One function:    Br(θ,φ)

Complex output
gamma, x-ray, radio, wind

lots of variation in emission properties

Simple ingredients
spinning, conducting magnet

N

S



Most studies of the pulsar magnetosphere have assumed…

1) Rapid rotation (vsurf~1/5)
2) Low compactness (flat spacetime)
3) Pure magnetic dipole

These are all incorrect, in potentially important ways.

• GR frame dragging drastically changes pair-creation properties

We relax all three and provide analytic formulae for exploration

(Phillipov et al 2015)

• Non-dipolar magnetic fields change pair-creation, polar caps, X-ray, radio? …

• We don’t really know the importance until we systematically explore

SEG, Lupsasca, and Philippov, 2016 and 2017



One key element of our analysis is a conserved quantity:

Suppose the field is force-free.  Use the “three potential” formulation

Suppose also there is a symmetry tangent to the field sheets:

Then in three lines you can show:
(φ1 and φ2 label the field 
sheets— is conserved)

This shows the geometric origin of known conserved 
quantities and provides the generalization we need.



We assume:
1. Perfectly conducting star
2. Slow rotation
3. Force-free magnetosphere
4. Dipole dominates at light cylinder

We provide:

M, R, Ω, I, Br(θ,φ)

input output

ρe and J near star

Near-field configuration as a function of stellar parameters

Use for efficient exploration of pair production, X-ray emission, …

Results



Spacetime norm of the charge-current on 
the surface of a “quadrudipole” pulsar

This is a “proof of concept” for the power of the method and the importance of 
non-dipolar fields.  Planned application: Would non-dipolar fields bias NICER 
measurements of neutron star radii (and hence equation of state estimation)?



Context: The force-free crowd

Astrophysics

Particle Theory

Gray, Brown & Dandurand 2013

Plasma physics

Solar physics

High Energy / String Theory

Relativity

An experiment

many people…

Mathematicians
none yet?

many people…

many people…

Recent analytic work: Brennan, SEG, Jacobson, Lehner, McWilliams, Pfeiffer, Yang, Zhang, Zimmerman

Numerical relativity groups, beginning with Palenzuela/Lehner/Liebling 2010

Freytsis

Compere, Lupsasca, Oliveri, Rodriguez, Strominger

Carter (‘79), MacDonald & Thorne (’82)

Analytic solution in the 
near-horizon extremal 
Kerr geometry

Lupsasca, Rodriguez 
& Strominger (2014)

Uchida 1990s


